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About This Game

Game for all ages. It is challenging & fun. Collect all the golden fruit - and become the Bubble Master!

== Gameplay Features ==
• Play as Mr D 5d3b920ae0

Title: Bubble Struggle: Adventures
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Kresimir Cvitanovic
Publisher:
Aditon Inc
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2017
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Completed all single player levels (and boss level) in about 11 hours. (#1 on leaderboard) runs great with no hickups on gtx 970,
core i7, 16gb ram. What a great game. About 100 levels of fun and frustration, 2 player co-op, Leaderboards, New Weapons
and Bubbles! The levels start off easy and get very hard (especially to get gold) to where most people stop playing. I was
surprised at some of the levels that differed to the original flash games but they were very fun and refreshing - some even
puzzling. Game has a really smooth flow to it when getting combos on bubbles and keeping them in the air to get more points.
No micro-transactions - So good to just pay a few dollars and have the game fully unlocked and being able to progress through
the game without paying extra! Anyone who enjoyed the original should definitely give this game a go. Thank You to the
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developers and you guys are the best. Keep updating this game to add more levels and features. :) 9.5/10 - cw. Alrighty then. I
have played flash version of this game in past so i know it, that is why i bought this on steam, but. store page misleads customer
about the "multiplayer" option. In fact there is no multiplayer nor co-op option in this game at all. It is just either single player
or local co-op (just like it worked in flash version) and that is it! Why developer failed to actually put these tags correctly i have
no idea. The fact that i actually purchased it for "co-op" that supposed to be as "online co-op" really pains me.. trying to
complete this game gave me autisim.. fun game. took awhile to beat everything but it was a lot of fun. its always good to step
away for a few minutes if im stuck on a level.. Outu2665u2665u2665u2665ingstanding.. WOOAH, I really love this game ! I
always played it with my brother when we were younger. We only found this game on websites.. very good game and very fun/

Game is fully retired from Steam on May 30. : Hello ya'll! Game is retiring, you can add it to your Steam library until May 30.
Then the game is retired completely (you wont be able to buy it any more). Why am I retiring BSA? The interest wasn't as great
as much I hoped, so I am not motivated to update the game and provide support. I am currently working on an update for mobile
version. You can see all my games & news on my website [rebubbled.com] . Until next time! Kreso P.S. The game was actually
retired completely and then a number of people reached out wanting a chance to purchase the game. This surprised me! Thank
you for your interest ya'll.. Release - December 7th : Hello everyone! The game is completely ready, and is live very soon :-)
The release is scheduled this Thursday - December 7th. A lot of effort went into this game. About 1.5 years ago it was first
released as a mobile game (one player only), and with 40 levels. After many updates, game now has over 90 unique levels (with
the final 'boss' level). I finally added the two player mode and decided it's time to publish it for computer users on Steam (PC,
Mac, Linux). The game features around 4 hours of gameplay (it took me and a friend to play through all 99 levels in 2 player
mode), so I hope you and your friends/sibling have fun as well. I tried to make fun levels, that would keep me continually
interested as I played - and I think I succeeded. But you will be the judge for yourself. (I will carefully read all the comments
and suggestions if you decide to share). So get ready, find a friend - Bubble Struggle: Adventures is coming out on
PC/Mac/Linux in few days! Thank you for checking it out. I do hope you enjoy.
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